Tutorial 4
T4:Title of the tutorial: IoT Security: the darker side of the cloud
Abstract of the tutorial:
Before the world started to enjoy the new dimensions of IoT technology advancements, IoT
Security is becoming a big threat. We will start the session, with history of IoT and how it is
changing the world from conventional to smart. Importance of data security and privacy
concerns. Thus, moving to the challenges and complexities of IoT Security. Further we will
discuss the issues with access control, IoT botnet, confidentiality, human vetting, vulnerability
management, Identity of Things (IDoT), Identity and access management (IAM), single signon (SSO) - universal authentication, data transmission, patching, monitoring, attacks like
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), touching upon some of the latest IOT Security concern
like “smart dust” and its shadow side etc. In summary, we will showcase the complete
„Security Ecosystem‟ of the headless IoT devices to propose the mantra of „Secure by default‟
thus to prevent big issues originating from small data.
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